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Abstract: Much pathology that patients present to objective clinical examination, most times, makes impossible choice of an optimal treatment for all symptoms. Vibrational medicine - especially using A.D. bio-phyto-modulators - brings to additional medical practice a new direction to approach of patient and treatment: a holistic approach. Interest for A.D. bio-phyto-modulators is helpful, in parallel with classical remedies and investigations.
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INTRODUCTION

It is accepted today that allopathic medicine not solve all health problems because of conception about the human body as composed strictly of operating systems and devices that work as a whole, but separately "breaks". Similarly it is seeks his treatment, healing. Body and not only he is a whole in energy balance as perfectly healthy. When disturbance occurs in different parts of the body, whole body feels these influences and reacts at the beginning symptomatically. When the energy deficit is not corrected it came up to changes in biological structure.

Alternative and complementary medicine is a solution that comes to help traditional medicine and gain more ground because it takes account of precisely this principle.

Taking account of these truths, we can say that human suffering is the result of loss of initial energy balance because of different cases: external - microbes, viruses, dust, gases, radiation - and internal - emotional, mental processes. The purpose of complementary medicine is to heal the body, energetically rebalancing it.

Natural medicine, acupuncture, reflex-therapy, therapeutic massage, A.D. bio-phyto-modulators aimed restore of energy balance and thus health status (Dincă, 2005; 2006).

What distinguishes A.D. bio-phyto-modulators by other methods?

Field generated by the interaction of plant powder contained into A.D. bio-phyto-modulator and the human energy field changes the information to the human energy field level, depending on where the remedy is applied. Energy recharging is so adapted to affected structure and, while information recovery is also performed to the central nervous system – re-learning body to maintain energy balance and health by regeneration of own sources. The rehabilitation of the body requires a longer time from six months to two years, but the effects are lasting (Apostol and Dincă, 2004).

All other methods restore energy balance by direct injection, neither energy deficit nor amount of "delivered" energy that cannot be determined precisely. As a result, the benefit effects can occur soon after a series of several meetings, to keep 3-6 months, then required procedure replay. The body gets what it lacks, consume and then ask for again!
MATERIALS AND METHODS

This explains our way of working - integrative examination - a body scanning from head to feet to highlight energy-deficient areas, linking information and biocompatibility testing of A.D. bio-phyto-modulator, establishing number and place where to emplacement them depending on responses.

Patients who received investigation using Oberon bioresonance equipment and A.D. bio-phyto-dynamic AD type treatment presents:

• chronic disease, including multiple investigations and different therapeutic methods followed, unsatisfied by the result;
• diseases with noisy start and not obvious improvements achieved by other means;
• heard of Ancu Dinca’s Natural Medicine Centre and come directly to us when a problem occurs;
• with major problems, obsolete by traditional methods of treatment or wait on in parallel these therapies too;
• patients who, from desire to avoid surgery, try any other therapy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

G.V., 66 years, comes into the office on 17th of June 2009 with various symptoms: headaches, dizziness, impaired balance, fatigue, respiratory failure, cough with expectorates and blood grooves; coxo-femoral joint pain, declive edema, walking with difficulty, supported and using walking stick.

In this patient’s history: subtotal hysterectomy for uterine fibroma in 1989 and left stroke recovered.

On 6th of May 2009 she has been diagnosed with: 4th stage broncho-pulmonary tumour with cerebral and bony metastasis. To bone scintigraphy is highlighted: hyper fixed intense outbreaks localized in the left posterior CVII rib arc with deformation by thickening of bone contour; in the right scapular-humeral joint region to the left hemi-vertebra L4, sacrum in left acetabular region, with extension to iliac, ischium and pubis body bones, in the proximal third proximal left femur shaft and in the left median third shaft femur, to cortical with bone contour deformation.

To bronchology examination it was dignify: flaunted LSD spurs, subtotal stenosis LSD with endoluminal vegetate process highly vascularized tumour with bleeding to cough effort. Otherwise bronchial tree bilaterally unchanged.

On investigation with bioresonance equipment is highlighted to pulmonary level: in terms of energy, level 4 and 5 which refer to weakening and violations of adjustment and adaptation mechanisms, and to right trachea-bronchial bifurcation level 6 represents decompensate of adaptation mechanisms. Information is highlighted bronchiectasy – with entropy on level; pulmonary angioma – with entropy on level 6.

On central nervous system’s structures are highlighted changes as anaplastic adenoma - entropy on level 5, chromophobic adenoma – entropy level 4, spongioblastroma - entropy level 5, gangliocitoma - entropy level 6, in combination with heterogeneous distributed energy levels.

On the bone there is rather information about autoimmunity – psoriasis spondilatroisis – entropy level 6, distorted spondilarthritis - entropic level 7, rheumatoid arthritis - entropy level 6 associated with osteoporosis - entropic level 7.

After biocompatibility tests of all A.D. bio-phyto-modulators, it obtained conclusive
answers which allowed the composition of the entire diet and treatment protocol.

The patient comes in the re-evaluation in 9th of January 9, 2010. After six months of conventional therapy in combination with A.D. bio-phyto-modulators, the patient is examined for evaluation of allopathic treatment on 11th December 2009, repeating exams TC to cranium and thorax and is highlighted:

• at the head - brain parenchyma without edema, without mass occupying space, slightly cortical atrophy, normal ventricular system;
• at the lung - tumour rest of 1.6 / 2.2 cm. in the right lung hilum, slightly narrowing bronchial lumen as the main shaft;
• at the bones - we have only symptoms that were obviously improved, the pain disappeared, the patient goes unsupported, non-stick, with a good overall tone.

Control examination confirms favourable evolution on the three levels, emphasizing the decrease of risk levels and energy rebalancing.

Patient tells that doctor from oncology said, after checking, that, at the beginning, he didn’t give too many chances this case and, from all his 400 cases, this one has a best evolved, just spectacular!

Another case, in progress, is that of patient GC, 75 years, hospitalized on 15th-16th of February with: vertigo to mobilization from clino to orthostatism or head mobilization, balance disorder, persistent headache, impaired memory installed 2-3 months ago reported by family.

The diagnosis in virtue of computerized tomography exam shows: to the left cerebellar hemisphere a formation with a diameter of 5 / 4, 2 cm., Plated by meninges, with peripheral calcification, iodophylis, well defined, carrying mass effect, partly flattening IVth ventricle and causing a moderate supraiacent hydrocephalia with displacement of medial line with max. 0, 6 cm to the right. Conclusion: left cerebellar hemisphere tumor - meningioma. The patient has to history: hypertension, cervical spondylosis, and hypercholesterolemia. The patient is proposed to have surgery but both her family and her rebuff it, and in this case, on 17th February, 2009, presented to our Centre, choosing the method of treatment using A.D. bio-phyto-modulators!

After exam using the bioresonance equipment it was established:
• a high degree of fibrosclerosis changes to the pancreas, liver, lungs;
• a high level of atherosclerosis throughout the circulatory system;
• to the central nervous system structures are highlighted: atherosclerosis, structural changes like spongioblastroma with entropy level 4, meningioma – entropy level 5. So investigation using bioresonance equipment confirms structural changes in the central nervous system.

Responses to biocompatibility test of A.D. bio-phyto-modulators are favourable and recommend a comprehensive scheme, using both DIEE® remedies and DEA® and DNRN-4®.

Why I’m saying this case is in processed: because after 2 weeks from the beginning of treatment the next of kin makes announce symptomatology, that brought the patient to hospital, has disappeared (dizziness and vertigo), and family have made discreet memory tests with Lady, which are success passed. Confirmation will be over a few months when TC exam will be repeated.

Patient P.M., 57 years, diagnosed with: Hepatitis with C virus and thyroid nodules. Examining the patient to bioresonance equipment it confirmed changes:
• the liver: persistent hepatitis - entropic level 5, policystosis - entropic level 5;  
• Thyroid dysfunction - entropic level 4;  
• dyslipidaemia - entropic level 5, with risk of cholesterol deposition on blood vessel walls, atherosclerosis - entropic level 6;
• neuro-vegetative dysfunction.

After biocompatibility tests of A.D. bio-phyto-modulators, it was established a comprehensive treatment protocol that foresaw use of DIEE®, DEA® and DNRN® remedies associated with a strict diet adequate to liver disease, in June 2009. Because the patient was unable to repeat viral load, which was originally 774,000 units, it was followed the evolution of liver making monthly measurements of TGO and TGP, which originally had the following values: TGO = 73.84 U / L and ALT = 105.9 U / L.

Evolution of these parameters was not constant because the patient made mistakes in treatment and food: he used propolis tincture and alcohol of 90 degrees, although in small quantity, has destabilized the liver, as well as some drugs.

Note that normal values for both enzymes are: ALT = 7-56 U/L and TGO = 5-40 U/L. Control performed with Bioresonance equipment shows a significant reduction of risk in case of liver, which is highlighted by developments in April of transaminases values, decrease the risk of atherosclerosis to entropic level 3, due to decrease of cholesterol.

Furthermore we obtained a good response in case of patients with anemia and thrombocytopenia that followed the treatment using A.D. bio-phyto-modulators after examination and test of biocompatibility with bioresonance equipment.

Thus patient p.m. 83 years have: arterial hypertension with maximum oscillating values of 180-200, hypercholesterolemia, joint pains, sleep disturbances, thrombocytopenia, and anaemia.

After examining and test of biocompatibility using bioresonance equipment it has developed an individual treatment schedule and has made recommendations regarding nutrition, hydration and environmental quality.

To control energy balance shows an increase, with decreasing joint pains, stabilize of blood pressure, but also a better change of hemoleucograma values after just one month from the beginning of treatment, as follows.

A special case is of the patient D.I. 49 years that come with the hope that will avoid a coronary bypass operation due to coronary stenosis revealed by coronarography associated with hypertension and chronic ischemic heart pain, dyslipidaemia. On 25th of February, 2009 he receives the recommendation for operation on 12th of April. He presented to cabinet with: impaired of generally health state, striking fatigue which shown on walking to distances of 100-150 m, headache, sleep disturbances, chest pains.

To exam using bioresonance equipment is found:
• coronary arteries with aterom plaque and atherosclerosis - entropic level 6;
• neuro-vegetative disorders - entropic level 7;
• Allergic vasculitis - entropic level 6.

To biocompatibility test using bioresonance equipment of A.D. bio-phyto-modulator, from arterial-venous circulation of the heart were obtained good responses using DIEE®-amelioration improves the value of 54%, and DNRN-4® remedy, when the response was 70% and from questionnaire revealed that, near the patient’s home, is located a high voltage line.

At first control, after a month and a half after beginning the treatment, patient is already a different man: not so tired, blood pressure is to lower and constant values.

The second control states that he works normally in the garden and the third inspection in September 2009 reported that "alone he makes hay three haystacks" resist to prolonged effort so that it has to recommend caution. Also in September he had to repeat coronary angiography, but the doctor made a clinical examination, asked what made to show so and when he found about treatment refused to take the coronary angiography.

CONCLUSIONS

It is still difficult for doctors to accept that there are other ways to treat and even cure, beside conventional medicine. It is a different approach to health and disease, seen as a holistic whole, not excluding the interdependence from the physical, the energy and information bodies. Although they were first used as remedies, it is still hard to accept that plants, with their bio-energy-information memory can bring health. A.D. bio-phyto-modulators are proof that in nature we find the balance!
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